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Note from the Editor:

I am happy to share the penultimate edition of The Gay
Saint this year with you!We are now nearly at the end of the
first part of the semester, which can be a very stressful time,
so this is a reminder to take a break from work and to not
be too harsh on yourself.

This month’s edition follows the theme of LGBT+ History
Month in the UK, with some fascinating articles by our
writers. I hope you find it interesting!

– Head Editor, Natalie Psillou







a poem
about time
and being
gay
Lily Coleman

at first you think it is a
road,

a river with a bridge, every
step a second

closer to the great wide
somewhere.

there is this side and the

other side,

binary as clear as light,
and you can take the
journey

until the journey’s end.

you could never be so
unlucky.

you are born a vessel,
keenly empty,

and time tumbles down
the staircase of your
ribcage

piling up under your feet

it gives you form. it gives
you weight.

one day, it will claim you.

not the first, you will have
company when you go

but you’ve always had
company.

hundreds of thousands of
ashen hands, half-formed
and

reaching for your heart.

shaking out every beat of
it, longing to tell you

we know you. you know
us.

not by name or by face

but our once-bodies drift
between the gaps in your
familiar atoms

and every so often we
align.

we know you. you know
us. we love you.

CREATIVE WRITING
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A Birate Sea
Shanty
(Wellerman
Re-Written)
Ivy Turinsky

There once was a lass that
put to sea

And the name of her ship
was Sappho on the
Sea

The winds blew
hard, striped flag
did soar,

Blow,
oh
North
wind,
blow
(huh!)

Soon may
the bright
moon rise

Reveal these
salty seas and
skies,

One day, when our travels
are done

We’ll take our leave and
go

She had not been two
weeks from shore

When down on her a
mermaid bore

The captain called all
hands and swore

She’d make that maid her
beau (huh!)

Soon may the bright
moon rise

Reveal these salty seas
and skies,

One
day,

when our travels
are done

We’ll
take our

leave and go

Before the boat had hit
the water

The mermaid’s tail came
up and caught her,

All hands to the side,
sweet voices called

But then she dived below
(huh!)

Soon may the bright
moon rise

Reveal these salty seas and
skies,

One day, when our travels
are done

We’ll take our leave and
go

After that, peace, no mind
could find

The captain she just sat
and pined

They searched the waves,
the ship was brined

Not one hand left to row
(huh!)

Soon may the
bright moon rise

Reveal these
salty seas and
skies,

One day, when our
travels are done

We’ll take our leave
and go

For forty days or even
more (ooh)

The maid’s loss
captain’s heart tore

Dark seas below,
above, gulls soar

Oh, where did that
maid go? (huh!)

Soon may the bright
moon rise

Reveal these salty seas and
skies,

One day, when our travels
are done

We’ll take our leave and
go

As far as I’ve heard, the
search goes on

The captain’s love-struck,
the mermaid’s gone

The salty expanse of sea
she must face

Though she dreams of a
sweet embrace (huh!)

Soon may the bright
moon rise

Reveal these salty seas and
skies,

One day, when our travels
are done

We’ll take our leave and
go

Soon
may the bright
moon rise

Reveal these salty seas and
skies,

One day, when our travels
are done

We’ll take our leave and
go

Pomegrantes
//Promises
Lucien Newton

The night was dark, just
like every night before it,
and every night to follow.
An endless expanse of
blackness, stretching for
miles beyond what glowing
red pupils could ever make

out. An endless, ever
rolling tide of shadows
falling over one another in
vain attempts to reach out
and curl wisping claws
around the threads of
rippling robes. The night
was dark, save for two
points of light – a cascade
of fireflies dancing around
an ever burning flame, and
a forest, glowing
bioluminescent from the

shores where he stood with
his love. Where they stood
every night, splitting
pomegranates while the
ferryman’s boat split the
seas.

To the woman, those trees
reached for her, calling her
home to Hades when the
final summer sun set. To
the bones hidden below
time worn drapery, those

trees stood sturdy as a
lighthouse on the cliffs, a
lighthouse watching every
soul but theirs.

The night was dark as
Charon turned blood-red
eyes to the tides, and the
stars were bright so far
above them, watching and
waiting and tugging a
single red thread tying a
ferryman to their master.
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The night was dark, just
like every night since Gaia
had called her to the
forbidden above, and every
night until the seeds bled
red down sun-kissed skin.
With the darkness came
the quiet, settling into the
waves of the silent Styx,
into the very deepest
shadows of his lands, until
a fleeting, stuttered breath
caressed sunken skin and
ricocheted through his
mind. They uttered no
words, but Hades heard
everything the winds never
said, quiet promises, souls
begging respite, and
between them all, a hollow
click of bones and abrasive
golden coins pressing
together somewhere in the
expansive black. The night
was dark as Hades reached
out to part the shadows
and spectres, seeking out a
lantern sitting steady and
patient, and the stars were
bright, so far above him,
watching and waiting and
pressing a sharp edged
dagger to the single red
thread tying a deity to his
most loyal servant.

The night was dark, and
the ache in the empty
spaces between fractured
joints and fragile fingers
grew with the weight of
every golden coin plucked
from the eyes of the dead.
Their pockets had grown
heavy reaping the price of
safe passage, and the
bittersweet weight of their
debts and despair encased
them while their soul paid
penance in their master’s

hold. The urge had been
fleeting, to call to him, but
the deathly rattle had been
quick to fall from their
jaw, meant for a man no
longer inhabiting a body
the ferryman had
worshipped in their
midnight hours, a man
now changed by
pomegranates and
promises. The ricocheting
gasping breath hung in the
stagnant air, laced with an
honesty they had no voice
to articulate, and the
e t e r n a l familiarity that
drifted around two entities
who would never part their
proximity.The echo floated
there, hardly a sound at all,
anticipatory, waiting, for
hardly a moment but the
seconds stretched
infinitely as glowing
eyes sought out
their favoured
soul. Hades had
taught them
about the
wonders of

infi nity,
and in
the ever
pressing darkness,
Charon felt the

infinite presence of a
single red thread stitching
their cloak together. They
were eager to grasp at a
snag, pull it loose just to
watch the pain of
hollowness fall away
around them. The night
was dark as they brushed
brittle fingers over a single
stitch, and the stars were
bright so far above them,
surveying every possibility,
ever curious and desiring
more knowledge,
more experience.

The night was dark and
the stars were bright as

they bought their blade
down, letting a taunting
red thread dissipate among
the dust motes drifting
through shared air. The
night was dark, save for a
moment in which a soul
grew bright as the stars
and shattered into the
depths below the eternally
watching sky.There, in the
deepest darkness and
endless silence, no
ferryman remained to row
their bounty to shore, and

the steady reminder of
an infinity of

unrequited
d e v o t i o n
was no

more. The
night was dark
and, for the first
time, Hades
did not wait
for her, but
turned his
back to an
empty sea.
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Black
History
Month: The
Little-Known
Story of
Gladys
Bentley
Rebecca Drever

The early 1920s mark the
beginning of an African-
American cultural
movement, spanning the
interwar period, that saw a
great flourishing of Black
literature, art, and music,
centred in the Harlem
neighbourhood of New
York City. In his book Black
Manhattan, writer James
Weldon Johnson described
the Harlem of that era as ‘a
black city, located in the
heart of white Manhattan,
and containing more
Negroes to the square mile

than any other spot on
earth. It strikes the
uninformed observer as a
phenomenon, a miracle
straight out of the skies’
(Weldon, pp.3-4). Amidst
the fervour of the Great
Migration, bold and
evocative forms of Black
music evolved, along with
venues to listen and dance
to this music. Speakeasies,
hidden drinking spots
peddling bootleg alcohol,
ruled Prohibition-era New
York City, and blues singer
Gladys Bentley ruled the
speakeasies. Inside these
dimly lit, smoky
rooms, Bentley
stunned and
scanda l i sed
audiences
as she

commanded the stage in her
trademark white tuxedo and
top hat, backed up by a
chorus line of drag queens.
She was a bawdy singer, a
virtuoso, a marathon piano
player (preeminent poet of
the Harlem Renaissance,
Langston Hughes said
Bentley played the piano
‘literally all night’), and
truly a larger-than-life
entertainer. The article
‘Here’s What Happens at
Harlem’s Famous Ubangi
Club: Writer Lets You
Spend a Night in Gotham
Hot Spot’ described her
stage act as ‘Prancing about
in her cream-colored full
dress suit, her hair

closely chopped
and slicked

down

into a pompadour, Miss
Bentley (whom many
mistake for a man) delivers
her prize number “Nothing
Now Perplexes Like the
Sexes, Because When You
SeeThem Switch,You Can’t
Tell Which is Which”.’
According to the article, she
was ‘one of the most
notorious entertainers in all
of Manhattan’ (The Afro
American, 1936).

While queer nightlife
thrived in Harlem with drag
balls and cabarets which
transgressed both sexual
and racial norms, Bentley’s
act offended the sensibilities
of many audiences. The
‘masculine-garbed, smut-
singing entertainer’ – as the
‘New York Police’s War on
Cafes Ends’ referred to
Bentley in 1934 – was even
known to attract the
attention of the police for
her ‘lewd ballads’ (Chicago
Defender, 1934).

According to ‘Bulldaggers,
Pansies, and Chocolate
Babies: Performance, Race,
and Sexuality in Harlem
Renaissance’ by James F.
Wilson, one offended
patron filed a formal
complaint about ‘a
seemingly endless song in
which every word known to
vulgar profanity [was] used’
which Bentley would
personally serenade to each
table (Wilson, p.177).

Indeed, when she wasn’t
accompanying herself on
the piano, her fingers flying
over the keys with ferocious
speed and vigour, Bentley
often swept down from the
stage and flirted with
women in the crowd. In a
time when queer performers
could only allude to their
sexuality for fear of threat to
their personal safety and
career, Bentley was boldly
out and unashamed of her
desires.

Off-stage, the singer could
be spotted wearing her
usual ‘male attire’ at one of
the city’s many bustling
nightclubs with a lady on
either arm. In 1931, she
publicly married a white
woman in a ceremony in
Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Ben t l e y
was later
investigated as a
possible ‘subversive’
by the U.S. House
Committee on Un-
American Activities
because of this civil
marriage ceremony.
Unfortunately, as one might
expect, Bentley’s story does
not end on an uplifting
note. In 1937, Bentley
moved to Los Angeles,
California. The state’s anti-
crossdressing laws meant
that there were times when
she was banned from
performing. The details of
her life become slightly
hazy after this but by the
early 1950s, Bentley had
adapted her public image to
match the times. Along

w i t h
the Red
Scare in
t h e

aftermath of
World War
II came the
‘Lavendar
S c a r e , ’
w h i c h

culminated in
the firing of
thousands of
g o v e r n m e n t

employees who were
suspected of being
homosexual. It is in these
incredibly repressive times
that we see Bentley publish
an article in Ebony
magazine with the title ‘I
Am A Woman Again.’
Here, she claimed that ‘the
miracle’ of hormone
treatments had helped her
overcome ‘her strange
affliction’ and led her to a
happy marriage with a man.
Possibly a reaction to the
rise of McCarthyism and its
attendant anti-gay hysteria,
Bentley paints a respectable
image of herself as a 1950s
housewife, all pleated

dresses and long strings of
pearls. Rather than totally
condemning the life she
lived up to that point
however, she expresses the
pain of living on the
margins of society and the
struggles of non-
conformity, writing: ‘To the
great majority of us, at some
time or other, has come the
feeling that the world would
be better off without us; that
our families and friends
would profit by our
disappearance from the
human race’ (Bentley, 1952).

The article in Ebony is the
only source of information
we have about Bentley in
her own voice.While it may
be all too easy to allow its
tragic nature to eclipse the
rest of her story, Gladys
Bentley should be
remembered as a pioneer
who challenged the
boundaries of sexuality and
gender with triumphant
boldness and bawdy
humour. As Bentley put it:

‘I have earned the
distinction of being the first,
and in some cases, the only
performer of my race to
crash the most plush glitter
spots. I am still a star’
(Bentley, 1952).

ARTS AND CULTURE
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Berlin in den
20er Jahren
– queeres
Eldorado?
Toni Andres

Um Mitternacht des
31.12.2019 habe ich selten
so bewusst den nahtlosen
Übergang eines Jahres in
das andere erlebt – in
diesem Fall einer Dekade in
die nächste. Ich habe mich
über die Jahre häufig
gefragt, ob es nicht zu
irgendeinem Zeitpunkt
zwischen 23:59 und 00:00
dieses winzige Vakuum gibt,
einen räumlichen und
zeitlichen (Un-)raum, der
die emotionale Bedeutung
des Unterschieds zwischen
einer und der anderen
Jahreszahl angemessen
reflektiert. Die Tatsache,
dass die Datierung eines
neuen Jahres in

verschiedenen Kulturen auf
der Welt auf verschiedene
Tage fällt, ist vermutlich die
beste Antwort auf diese
Frage: es gibt keine Naht
zwischen diesen beiden
Sekunden.

Der Übergang ist genauso
unspürbar und
unnachvollziehbar wie jeder
andere Übergang von jeder
Sekunde in ihre folgende.
Die emotionale Bedeutung
ist willkürlich, künstlich –
eben nur erdacht. Trotzdem
wollte ich vor gut einem
Jahr gerne daran glauben,
dass sich für den Bruchteil
einer Sekunde ein winziges
Vakuum auftun würde,
damit sich ein guter Geist
hineinschummelt und uns
eine gute neue Dekade
bringen würde (ja, ich bin
abergläubig – ich bin queer
und daher darf ich das).

Ich habe darüber
nachgedacht, ob genau 100

Jahre zuvor ein Mensch
denselben Gedanken hatte
und auf eine gute Dekade,
ein gutes Jahrhundert,
gehofft hat.

Im Angesicht des ersten
Weltkriegs, der gerade erst
vorbei gewesen war, hatte
diese Person sicherlich eine
weitaus andere Definition
von „gut“ als ich am
31.12.2019, aber ich habe
mich dennoch gefragt, ob es
diese Parallelexistenzen und
Parallelgedanken gibt.

Die
verschwenderisch
melancholischen
20er
Wenn ich mir The Great
Gatsby anschaue, entfalten
sich die 20er in ihrem
glorios-melancholischem
Charme des Exzesses. Mit
dem Vorteil des
historischen Blickwinkels,
der Fitzgerald’s

Verlockungen in einem
nuancierteren Blickwinkel
darstellt, ist die
Vergänglichkeit dieses
Momentums nur umso
k o n s t r a s t r e i c h e r
herausgestellt; im
Angesicht der derzeitigen
Lage ist die Melancholie für
das exzessive Feiern and den
Glamour der 20er Jahre
jedoch umso süßer. Den
Tag, an dem ich mein
Make-up nicht nur meiner
Katze zeigen kann, sehne
ich schon seit langer Zeit
herbei.

Den ersten Lockdown vor
genau einem Jahr habe ich
in Berlin bei meiner Familie
verbracht, wo ich aus der
Not der drückenden
Langeweile heraus mehr
spazieren gegangen bin als
zu der Zeit, als ich
tatsächlich selbst noch dort
gewohnt habe.

Auf einem meiner
Spaziergänge erinnerte ich
mich an den Buchclub, den
ich zu meiner
Gymnasiumszeit besucht
hatte, und ganz besonders
das Jahr, in dem wir uns mit
Autorinnen aus der
Weimarer Republik
beschäftigten.

Es gab einen ganz
bestimmten Moment
damals – einer dieser
Momente, den das
Gedächtnis sehr gezielt in
die verstaubteste Schublade
schiebt, um das Ego nicht
noch einmal schmerzhaft
mit der eigenen
Kurzsichtigkeit zu
konfrontieren – den mein
Gehirn nun beschloss
wieder auszugraben.

Während ich den
K u r f ü r s t e n d a m m
herunterlief, erinnerte ich
mich an den Roman
Käsebier erobert den

Kurfürstendamm, in dem die
P r o t a g o n i s t i n
(überraschenderweise) den
Ku’damm der späten
Weimarer Republik
beschreibt. 90 Jahre nach
den gloriosen Spät-20ern
sieht der Ku’damm
schockierend hässlich und –
dank der Pandemie –
deprimierend leer aus.
Nichtsdestotrotz ist es
derselbe Ort, der noch ein
Jahr vorher (zwar sehr
hässlich aber) dicht
bevölkert gewesen war und
ein Jahrhundert zuvor sogar
als die ikonische
Einkaufsstraße Berlins
Menschen aus aller Welt
gelockt hatte.

Obwohl die
Beschreibungen der
Protagonistin fiktiv sind,
sind sie doch basiert auf den
realen Erfahrungen der
Autorin. Die
Überschneidung von
Fiktion and Realität

manifestiert sich dadurch in
einem Ort (des Ku’damms
in diesem Fall); das
Vakuum, das ich Monate
zuvor zwischen zwei
willkürlichen Sekunden
gesucht hatte, ist daher gar
nicht so winzig und
irrational.

Die räumliche und zeitliche
Parallelstellung von
verschiedenen Momenten
hat sich nie zuvor so real
angefühlt – so banal es auch
ist, zu realisieren, dass Orte,
die zur alltäglichen Realität
gehören, logischerweise ihre
ganz eigenen Geschichten
haben: eben so viele
Geschichten wie Menschen
an diesen Orten
vorübergegangen sind.
Theoretisch war das alles
klar; emotional das zu
konzeptualisieren ist
allerdings eine völlig andere
Sache.

Die
Überschneidung
von Fiktion and
Realität
manifestiert sich
dadurch in einem
Ort.
Um die Spaziergänge ein
wenig spannender zu
gestalten, beschloss ich
daher, Orte aufzusuchen,
die Berlin in den 20er
Jahren zu einem der
(vergleichsweise) sichersten
Orte für LSBT+-Menschen
gemacht haben. Berlins
m a g n e t i s c h e
Anziehungskraft für queere
Kultur in den 20er Jahren
lag zu einem Großteil an
Magnus Hirschfelds‘
Institut für
Sexualwissenschaft, das
queeren Menschen eine
Obhut und sogar Arbeit
geboten hat.

MULTILINGUAL







What LGBT+
Curriculum
Should
Accomplish
Neo Jernigan

It is no secret that LGBT+
people have been
systematically written out
of the collective global
history, especially within
schools. When I think of
my school education, I
never once learned about
LGBT+ people, LGBT+
issues, or even what
LGBT+ meant. Even in
2015, while the USA was
in the midst of the
marriage equality debate,
not a single teacher
brought it up, neither the
history of the issues nor
the current reality of
LGBT+ people trying to
fight for equality. We were

told nothing. When it
came to sex-ed, while mine
was particularly bad on all
fronts; we never learned of
anything non-
heterosexual, allosexual, or
cisgender. My school
erased people from our
curriculum and not only
did it hurt all LGBT+
students, but also all non-
LGBT+ students.

I think any person within
the LGBT+ community
would have loved to grow
up with an education
about themself, both
history and sex-ed. I can’t
even imagine the amount
of lives that could have
been bettered if we had
been taught in sex-ed that
sexual attraction doesn’t
happen for everyone and,
even when it does, it can
happen in a variety of
ways. Or if we had been

taught actual safe sex
practices for LGBT+
couples.

I think back to my high
school education and I
wish I could have had all of
this. That's why Scotland's
plan to include LGBT+
education is so incredible
and I have so many
expectations for what it
should cover.

First, this education needs
to be global. The LGBT+
liberation movement is
undoubtedly a global one,
with each country being
inspired by others in their
strive for equality.This can
be seen in the fact that the
rainbow flag has
transcended the USA and
is now a symbol all across
the world. It also can be
seen in the adaptation of
English words by non-
English queer comunities

as a way to describe
themselves. The LGBT+
liberation stopped being a
country specific issue long
ago and now it is one of
importance to
transnational entities and
governments all over the
world. This history taught
must take this into
account.

LGBT+ history should
also not just be from
Stonewall onwards. To
dismiss and correct the
narrative that queerness is
a new phenomenon, this
education must look back
across all societies and
show that there have been
known queer people since
the beginning. It needs to
look deeply into the fact
that different societies
have had different levels of
acceptance of queer
people.

It needs to acknowledge
how many societies’ recent
queerphobia can be linked
to European colonisation
and the dismantling of
values of equality within
communities due to
colonisation. This must
also look past just the
presence of different sexual
relationships but also
towards the breadth of
different gender structures
that were systemically
erased by the imposition of
the gender binary. To be
truly all-inclusive, this
education must not only
acknowledge the
contributions of queer
people throughout time
but also acknowledge that,
within their time, these
people might have been
well respected. That they
might have been a part of
a larger society that would

not have seen them as
abnormal or queer at all,
but that it is these recent
developments that have
made these people
abnormal and tried to
erase them from history.

Second, as stated before,
sex-ed so far has failed to
accurately teach all forms
of sex and sexual
atttraction. To normalise
and better the lives of
queer people, this needs to
be corrected. Safe sex must
not only revolve around
pregnancy. Sexual
attraction must not be
taught as inherent in
everyone. We must
normalize queer bodies
and queer people and
queer relationships. We
must stop teaching sex as a
monolith that will be the
same for everyone and that

your life is lesser without
it.We must actually look at
biology and acknowledge
the variety of ways sex is
present within a person.
We must move past the
destructive narrative that
erases intersex people and
celebrate the varitey in
what it means to be
human.

Thirdly, this must not be
the end.This is not enough
for Scotland, or the world.
Schools in Scotland must
continue their efforts to
end discrimination against
LGBT+ students and
Scotland must continue
their efforts to end
discrimination against
LGBT+ people in general.
The world must learn from
Scotland and each country
should adopt their own
pledges to teach the

history and current reality
of LGBT+ people.
LGBT+ education needs
to become available to all,
along with liberation. To
demystify LGBT+ people
to those within and
outside of the community
and most importantly, to
tell young kids that they
are okay. That they aren’t
wrong. That their lives
deserve to be fulfilling, in
whatever way that might
look to them. That they,
just like their counterparts,
deserve to have their
stories told and celebrated.
That they deserve to be
remembered.

OP-ED



Zodiac signs
as Greek
gods and
goddesses
Aung Hein Htet

Astrology is full of
mythological elements.
Hence, for this issue, I’ve
created a list of Greek gods
and goddesses that mirror
each of the zodiac signs’
traits and personalities.

Aries

Ares/Άρης (God of War)

Untamed, spirited, and
sometimes too vigorous,
Aries’ attributes bear a
perfect resemblance to the
Greek god Ares.

Taurus

Aph r o d i t e /Αφρ ο δ ί τ η
(Goddess of Love and
Beauty)

Ruled by Venus, it is no
wonder that Taurus – with
gorgeous looks and a
tender heart – matches the
goddess of beauty and
love.

Gemini

Hermes/Ερµής (The Gods’
Messenger)

Curious and talkative, the
twins are most comparable
to this cunning and clever
god from the myths.

Cancer

A r t e m i s / Ά ρ τ ε µ ι ς
(Goddess of the Moon and
Wilderness)

Daughter of Zeus, Artemis
is the protector and a
healer to women. Hence,
she is a perfect
encapsulation of
Cancerians, who are both
empathetic and caring
towards their
loved ones.

Leo

Apollo/Απόλλων
(God of the Sun)

The myth says
Apollo was
known for
ente r ta in ing
Olympus with
his golden lyre.
Since Leo is the
entertainer of the
zodiac, their
warm, loving, and
charismatic traits
are just like
Apollo.

Virgo

Demeter/Δήµητρα
(Goddess of Grain
and Agriculture)

Pure, innocent and
caring, Demeter is
often depicted as a
woman wearing a
headband made from
flowers and leaves. Who
else from Olympus is best
suited to represent
Virgo?

Libra

Hera/Ήρα (Goddess of
Marriage)

Often portrayed as a
possessive wife, Hera and
Libra have a lot in
common as they value
justice and relationships,
and are very much
protective over their beliefs
in what is right and wrong.

Scorpio

Hades/Άδης (God of the
Underworld)

The sign’s dark,
m y s t e r i o u s
vibes often ring
a bell with the
themes of death
a n d
transformation.
Therefore, it is
no surprise that
Scorpios are
b e s t
represented
by the god of
t h e
underworld.

Sagittarius

Zeus/Δίας (King of Gods)

Wild, free and
adventurous, Sagittarius’
thirst for freedom and
outgoing personality is
very similar to Zeus’
flirtatious spirit.

Capricorn

Dionysus/Διόνυσος (God
of Wine)

God of wine-making and
festivity, Dionysus loves
special occasions with
friends and a few glasses of
drinks – just like the
Capricorns!

Aquarius

Uranus/Ουρανός (God of
the Sky)

As an independent and
creative individual,
Aquarius’ traits are best
displayed by this great god.

Pisces

Pose idon/Ποσε ιδώνας
(God of the Sea)

As a water sign, Pisces’
sense of generosity and
over-emotional traits are
best exhibited by the god
of the sea.

HOROSCOPES



Anonymous

This month, as we head
into another trying
semester, and as LGBT+
History Month begins, I
bring you some resources
to learn about LGBT+
history, in addition to
some fun recs to get us
through the start of the
semester!

Same-Sex Love In India is
a book about all things
queer in India. It includes
writings from all of the
major Indian religions
such as Hinduism, Islam
and Buddhism. It has been
translated into many
languages, and is
beautifully written.

The Death and Life of
Marsha P. Johnson is a
must-watch documentary
about the woman who
kickstarted the LGBT+
rights movement, not just
in the USA, but all around
the world. The movement
for LGBT+ rights is never
seperate from anti-racist
movements, or the
movements for the rights
of the working class. She is
an inspiration to
r e v o l u t i o n a r i e s
everywhere.

Aside from books and
documentaries, there are
also several accounts on
Instagram that talk about
LGBT+ history.
@Lgbt_history on
Instagram is a wonderful
account that uploads posts
about queer history from
all around the world. The
posts are intersectional and
showcase Black LGBT+
history, Jewish LGBT+
history, and how
movements such as
feminism and LGBT+
rights intersect.Their posts
cover the mid 1900s to the
2000s.

Now, we move to some
movie and book recs for
this season. Moonlight is a
wonderful movie directed
by Barry Jenkins, a Black
man, starring Black actors.
It follows the story of two
boys as they grow up
together and attempt to
survive school and find
themselves while battling
with family issues. It has
an amazing soundtrack,
and all the scenes are
beautifully crafted to
provoke tears in the eyes of
anyone who watches it.

Another movie made by
people of colour and

starring people of colour is
Sheer Qorma. It is a love
story about a lesbian and a
non-binary person. It was
made by Faraz Arif Ansari,
who’s also made a beautiful
silent movie about two
men set on a train in India.

One of my favourite
LGBT+ books is The
Realm of Possibility. It was
written by David Levithan
and contains several short
stories which are all
interconnected. It’s got a
fair amount of poetry and
philosophising, and is one
of the most comforting
things I've ever read.

The Night Watch by Sarah
Waters is a lovely and
nostalgic book containing
lesbian and gay stories,
which is set during World
War II. The writing is
sweet, and it is a book that
will suck you in.

More recently, Ammonite
was directed by Francis
Lee and released in
October 2020.

It’s the heart-wrenching
story of two women set in
1840s England, following
the story of a fossil
collector, Mary Anning,

and how she falls in love
with a woman who comes
to stay with her. The
cinematography of the
movie is stunning,
especially the shots of the
sea, which are very
soothing.

I hope you’re all doing well
and I hope you have a good
month. As always, a
reminder that you all are
loved and worthy.

Love,

Your Agony Auncle.

AGONY AUNCLE
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